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Continuing Tom L. McKnight&#39;s well-known thematic focus on landscape appreciation, Darrel
Hess offers a broad survey of all of the physical processes and spatial patterns that create
Earthâ€™s physical landscape. McKnightâ€™s Physical Geography: A Landscape Appreciation
provides a clear writing style, superior art program, and abundant pedagogy to appeal to a wide
variety of students. This new edition offers a truly meaningful integration of visualization, technology,
the latest applied science, and new pedagogy, providingessential tools and opportunities to teach
and engage students in these processes and patterns. Â
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I teach physical geography at a community college. This text was recommended to me by my
department chair. After using it this semester, I've realized it's not that great of a book. Even many
of my best students did not like the text.The writing is very dry and the order of the materials within a
chapter don't flow well. Also, his explanations are not the best for some of the landscape features
and processes. I very much prefer Geosystems by Christopherson. The explanations in that text are
much clearer to understand and less dry, writing-wise. This may have been a great text when
McKnight was alive and writing it, but today it just does not do a good job. There are better
resources out there for physical geography texts.The only reason I gave this book 2 stars instead of
1 was because of the images. The images are top-notch and do a great job of showing concepts.

I love this textbook! I just wish it came sooner, but it is overall FABULOUS!!! It's just as easy to read

and understand as the study guide and the book came in SUPERB condition! What really
impressed me about this book is that it came with the unused laboratory code. The process of
signing into the online geography program was very easy and FAST! The answers to the questions
on the quizzes and tests are somewhat easy to find in the book and I would HIGHLY recommend
this textbook to every college student in the world who is taking a geography course!!!

This is a jam packed book full of information and great diagrams and pictures to help understand the
material. I wish I could give a better critique of the knowledge but I am starting out in a geography
course and so it is all new to me. As far as book layout and organization the book is suiting my
needs for the class. I understand the content in how it is explained and hope it assists me in taking
something away from the course! As always textbooks are a bit on the pricey side! Wish it were a bit
cheaper!

I don't mind the subject but not a fan of this particular book. Its a pretty dryly written and does not
hold my attention like some of my other science (or even math) textbooks do. Obviously most
people that buy this will be getting it because its required for their class. But if for some reason you
are reading just for fun, keep looking.

The condition of this used book is excellent. I feel like I got a great deal, thanks to the seller. The
content is visually interesting. I'm no geography genius so I don't have much to say about the
accuracy or the layout but I did notice there are punctuation/spelling errors, at least in the first
chapter. It boggles my mind that an editor overlooks such things in such an expensive book.

I had to purchase this book for a college class, and I'm surprised with how much I learned from it. It
provided a decent breakdown of the concepts it introduces, and I almost never felt like I had
information being thrown at me. There are plenty of diagrams and pictures and stuff. You know, all
the textbook basics. The online animations and examples are also surprisingly helpful and usually
very easy to understand. I would recommend the book, but chances are if you're buying a
geography textbook it's because you need it and not for light reading. But either way, it's not a bad
buy.

I purchased this and opened it on the first day of class only to realize that all of the lab manual
worksheets were torn out throughout the entire book! Who sells a lab manual with no labs?! I'm glad

I noticed on the first day and not halfway through the quarter.

It is the book I needed, however it is filled with highlighter and EXTREMELY hard to read as it is like
a rainbow of bright colors.I sometimes have a hard time focusing on text for long periods, but this
was extremely hard to get through. I can't imagine having ADD or ADHD and trying to get through
all the colors and crossed off sections of this book. I was a bit disappointed in the quality.
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